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GET CLASSY
When you start a new game you’ll have the option of choosing between the
Gunslinger, the Werewolf and the Witch. Each have come to Monsterville for
their own personal reasons.

COLLECTING AND TRAINING MONSTERS
You can purchase any monster you’ve encountered in a dungeon and have
them fight alongside you in battle. Your party consists of you and up to three
of your favourite monsters. Each monster has 2 skill types and can learn a
variety of skills as they gain levels.

COMPLETING MISSIONS
You’ll need to complete missions for Sebastien to truly prove yourself in
Monsterville. Missions range from collecting monsters, to contributing cloth
scraps, levelling up and just about everything else. Of course Sebastien will
also reward you for your heroic endeavors so make sure to obey him.

LET’S HAVE A CHAT
Some people you come across may have more important things to discuss
with you, but won’t feel safe sharing it until you’ve proven yourself in battle.
Orange choices require you to be a certain level to hear, and will lead to more
substantial and also rewarding conversations. The required level is indicated
at the end of the line.
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THE FIVE AND DIME
Mr Blister’s Five and Dime is the place to go for all of your second hand
needs. From time to time, he will sell rare items which will come in handy for
completing special missions, finding rare monsters, and not least of all help
you out in your dungeons.

MYSTERY ITEMS
You’ll come across a number of mystery items in your travels. Make sure you
bring them all to Mister Blister so he can identify them and give you the real
item. Mystery items range from cloth scraps, to general items, to combat trinkets, vault codes, inn passes and pretty much anything else.

CLOTH SCRAPS
Vel at the clothes shop requires a large amount of cloth scraps to make you
new outfits. You will find cloth scraps almost everywhere you go. Turn in
enough of them to unlock a new outfit.

COMBINING GEMS
Throughout your travels you will come across gems of power, will and guile.
Take these to the gem combiner and combine three of them in different
combinations to earn permanent stats boosts to your character.

RARE MONSTERS
Rare monsters, are as their name suggests, very rare and difficult to find. All
21 monsters have a rare version to find which can be acquired through following rumors in town, purchasing special items and tracking them down either in town or in special rooms in their respective dungeons. Rare monsters
look different to their regular counterparts and learn an extra skill.

THE VAULT
The Vault is a magical chamber holding ancient treasures from the Haunted
Library which can be accessed with codes. The codes can be found in this
guide, in the game who knows where else!
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“I married
a LOBSTER”
and good looking. I wasn’t entirely convinced he
was being truthful because he’d never even
seen me before!
When I questioned him on this, he got very defensive and told me that he was intelligent and
had a very good feeling.
I believed him because he was very smart and
used lots of big words when sending me messages online. I just figured that somebody who
could write such sweet messages might have
ways of knowing things that I couldn’t comprehend. I had gained a deeper understanding of
this type of thing because he always criticized
my grammar and called me intellectually challenged.
After some time, I suggested that we should
meet up and get to know each other. At the
start he was once again very defensive and told
me that I was not ready yet.

L

“I really thought it
was inappropriate”

ooking across the table at my
new husband Rick, 27, I assured myself this was the happiest I’d ever been in my life. I
really wanted to believe it. After all, I’d just married the
most amazing lobster in the
world. But I had a feeling inside me that something wasn’t
quite right about Rick.

I probably should have questioned this behaviour more, as it really was quite strange, but
once again, he was smart and I believed him.
Eventually he warmed up to the idea and we
agreed to meet at the beach. Again, I thought it
was a bit odd, as it was winter and the beach
was freezing at this time of year. I asked if we
could meet somewhere else and he said no, it
had to be at the beach. He was quite adamant
about this.

We first met online, and he
was such a sweetheart! He
would always say nice things
to me and tell me I was smart
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In the city of Dole, there lives a group of priests called
the Order of the Sun who dedicate their lives to hunting
werewolves. From a young age, they give up all possessions and relationships and live only with the members
of the order training to fight the hybrid monsters and
protect the city.
One day, one of the priests came across a werewolf
about to attack an innocent and interfered without
backup but soon found it was a trap. He was turned into the one thing he’d always hated, the one thing he’d
always fought against.
When he returned to the Order to ask for their help in
seeking vengeance against Lupus, they turned on him,
saying he was no longer one of them. Narrowly escaping with his life, the werewolf pup was now alone in the
world. He decided he would have to find his own path
and go to a place where he could build his strength and
make enough money to set up a new Order; one that is always stays true to its members.
Once he has succeeded in that, his next goal will be to take down Lupus with the extra strength the bad
wolf was stupid enough to give him. Then, he will allow Lupus’ followers to swear fealty to him and abide
by his rules or they will be destroyed too.

He has the strength of two men and three
times the beard growing capabilities.

Swipe

He always fights in wolf form as his teeth
and claws are highly effective weapons,
though he can still use holy magic.

Fury Strikes

Ability Trees

Execute

Rage, Holy, Claws

Finish off an enemy under 20%

+ Damage to bleeding enemies

Attacks target 2-5 times
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